Significant clinical response of activated carbon adsorbed-peplomycin against esophageal cancer: a pilot study.
Activated carbon particle adsorbed-peplomycin (PEP-CH) was administered to three patients who had advanced esophageal cancer and its clinical usefulness was evaluated. The PEP-CH was injected endoscopically into the tumor or the adjacent normal esophageal tissue. Case 1 and case 3 were treated by topical injection of PEP-CH with or without surgery and case 2 was subjected to the PEP-CH treatment with radiation. The barium swallow and endoscopic examination exhibited a marked tumor reduction in all the patients at the end of the PEP-CH treatment. Although a marked clinical response was seen, case 1 died of postoperative complication. Two patients were capable of oral food intake after the treatment, which had been impossible before the treatment. There were no serious adverse side effects caused by the PEP-CH treatment in all the patients. PEP-CH should prove valuable as a new form of chemotherapy for the treatment of esophageal cancer patients.